INTRODUCTION

In the course of clinical care of a critically ill patient it may become clear that the patient is inevitably dying, and that further intervention will do no more than prolong the active dying process. At this point, further intervention is often described as “futile.” The Council has discussed related issues in previous reports, in particular affirming the ethical standing of withdrawing and withholding ineffective or inappropriate intervention and noting the constructive role that advance care planning can play in preempting difficult and conflicted situations. However, the Council has thus far not directly defined “futility”, a term whose meaning inherently involves a value judgment. In this report, in response to a request from The Board of Trustees which notes the need for guidance on the matter, the difficulties of defining futility are balanced with the need to have an operational understanding of it. The Council recommends defining futility on a case-by-case basis, taking full account of the context and individuals involved; it proposes a due process approach to achieving this case-by-case definition.

CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE FUTILITY JUDGMENTS ARE RELEVANT

Clinical paradigms of futile care have included life-sustaining intervention for patients in the persistent vegetative state, and resuscitation efforts for the terminally ill. Other examples include the use of chemotherapy or surgery for advanced cancer and also less invasive treatments such as antibiotics or intravenous hydration for near moribund conditions. Futility can be relevant in non-life-threatening circumstances, for instance when a patient uses vitamins or popularized notions of meditation biofeedback to attempt cure of a chronic condition such as rheumatoid arthritis or macular degeneration. However, this report concerns itself with the use of interventions for life-threatening illness.

If the goals of one party differ from those of another, the question of futility is especially likely to arise. In these situations one party, e.g. the proxy, often wants to pursue the goal of preserving life with or without much hope of future improvement while another party, e.g. the physician, sees that dying is inevitable and wishes to pursue the goal of comfort care. In such circumstances of disagreement it is likely that the physician, complying with proxy goals, intervenes with the sense that the only reasonable expectation for the intervention is to prolong the dying process. The parties may also hold reverse goals, for instance with the proxy believing that the physician is excessively pursuing life prolongation when death seems inevitable.

REASONS FOR DEFINING MEDICAL FUTILITY

There are many motivations for attaining clarity on what is meant by futility in end-of-life medical care, and how to manage relevant situations. First, advances in technological capacity have permitted intervention to sustain different biological systems even when cognizant human life is no longer possible, leading many to question the value of the intervention. Second, some of these dilemmas have not been resolvable within the systems of medical care, and they have resulted in widely publicized court cases, such as those of Wanglie and Gilgunn. Patients, families, physicians and others would benefit if the medical system of care could handle such situations without need for recourse to the courts. Third, many have pointed out the expense of life-sustaining intervention. While life should not be lost for want of financial resources, nonetheless many have sought areas where costs can be saved in this time of concern over the large size of the health care budget. Fourth, people are living
longer and conceptions of appropriate and inappropriate intervention for the increasingly large geriatric population are undergoing reexamination. Fifth, medical decision-making has moved from a more parentalistic mode to a patient-centered mode, consistent with the strong endorsement of autonomy as a value in society and medicine. However, several commentators are noting the limits to the autonomy model and the need to consider others and the community in decision-making in medicine. Futility judgments often contain implicit differences in the ethics model being used, with (for instance) physician standards and community standards being pitched against the autonomous drive for high levels of intervention. To avoid having futility judgments fall into the center of any of these struggles, clarity on the meaning of futility in this kind of clinical context would be helpful.

HAZARDS IN DEFINING MEDICAL FUTILITY

Rationing v. futility

Commentators have noted repeatedly that there is a danger that judgments about futility mask a covert motive to allocate resources. Both futility judgments and allocation decisions are sometimes necessary, but the two should be understood for what they are and not confused. Rationing refers to the withholding of efficacious treatments which cannot be afforded. Futility refers to ineffective treatments. Efforts to define futility for the purpose of cost-saving measures would be just that, not rationing measures. Cost savings that could be realized if a futility standard were followed have been estimated to be large, but estimates based on clinical studies suggest that the savings would be minor. When life and death decisions are being made, cost savings motivations may seem offensive, and further, they are generally not a helpful or realistic feature for defining futility. Futility standards should not be used as covert mechanisms for cost savings by third party payers or others.

Turf and Parentalism

Since many problems of futility arise in the context of a disagreement between parties regarding what constitutes appropriate and what futile care, there is always a danger that the futility debate will be distorted by one party's defense of their authority over the others. In the Wanglie case, the patient’s husband successfully asserted that his substituted judgment about his wife’s view of appropriate medical intervention should trump the medical team’s view that intervention was futile. In a reverse situation, the Massachusetts Superior Court jury upheld the prerogative of the profession to decline medical intervention that it considered futile for a patient named Gilgunn. In such cases as Gilgunn's, and when physicians argue for professional standards, there is often a charge that professionals are parentalistically forcing their standards upon patients.

Value judgment v. Objective definition

Futility is intrinsically a value judgment, and reasonable people will disagree on what constitutes futile treatment in practice. What constitutes futile care will differ depending on the medical setting (rural Africa or a Western hospital intensive care unit), goals for intervention (cure or prolong death until a relative arrives or maintain physiological parameters or secure the symbolic value of the intervention). In other words, this is a context-dependent and person-dependent assessment. A number of commentators have suggested that futility therefore cannot be specifically or concretely defined. Others have instead emphasized the importance of including all stakeholders in assessments of futility and of maintaining a flexible standard that can change with the context. Still others have emphasized that the real issue is the dialogue and negotiation of goals between the parties, replacing the issue of defining futility with structured deliberation about goals and a broader ethic of care
Unilateral decisions v. Appropriate discourse

Occasionally, it may appear to a physician that the futility of an intervention allows avoidance of discussion. When an intervention is clearly medically inappropriate this is fair. However, there is some risk in difficult decisions that a patient or patient’s family may not agree with the physician’s assessment, and that futility could be used as an excuse for avoiding difficult discussions. This should be avoided.

EXISTING EFFORTS TO DEFINE AND IMPLEMENT A POLICY ON FUTILITY

Definitions of futility have been proposed, based on a range of possible approaches. One approach is quantitative. The best known proposal in this category is one by Schneiderman and Jecker that asserts that if the intervention does not work in more than one percent of attempts, it should be considered futile.

The quantitative standard is often combined with a qualitative approach, since what should count as a successful or, “acceptable” outcome for the above quantitative approach is a matter for subjective determination. This functional assessment usually concerns what constitutes a worth-the-effort quality of life. Some emphasize the prerogative of the patient or proxy to determine what counts as an acceptable outcome; others emphasize the role of the physician; others emphasize the importance of multi-party decision-making.

Another approach is to use physiological outcome. The problem here is the same as one that gave rise to the need for a concept of futility in the first place. Individuals do not judge the worth of an intervention by physiological outcomes alone; for instance, successful preservation of renal function should rank differently in the absence or presence of possible quality personal interaction. Similarly, one person’s assessment of sufficient mental function is not another’s. So physiological function alone cannot measure or define futility. A fourth possibility is to use the intent of the physician or patient/proxy in deciding on an intervention. This proposed standard would require physicians and patients/proxies to decline intervention that had the intent of prolonging dying. The difficulty here is two-fold. First, some intentions to prolong dying are justifiable, as in preserving organs for donation or waiting for a relative to arrive. Second, the occasions when futility disputes arise are usually such that intentions may be disputed and, even if clear, may be difficult to balance against those of another party.

A fifth possibility is to use community standards to ascertain which interventions will be provided. This approach has the merit of allowing different communities to define for themselves what they consider to be worthwhile on a scale of possible providable interventions for a full panoply of illness circumstances. The challenges for this approach inhere in securing valid prior decisions by a community, in accommodating a range of different opinions, in allowing suitable exceptions, and in maintaining periodic updates of the standards to keep apace of changes.

A sixth approach is to use institutional standards to define, proactively, what interventions are considered futile for defined circumstances. In the sense that an institution can define a community this standard could be the same as community standards. The unique challenges reside first, in finding a suitably public process of decision-making by the institution's community, and second in providing patients with appropriate informed consent and alternatives to the policy.

A seventh option is to use a due process approach. These process approaches would likely be adopted at the institutional level, but could be used at larger community or
state levels. Therefore, there could be considerable overlap with either the community or institutional standards. The emphasis of the due process approach, however, is on process between parties rather than on definition of the parties. Professional standards, patient rights, intent standards, and family or community involvement can all be accommodated.

The process for declaring futility in a particular case would be defined by the institution or community, within parameters set by a regulatory body. For instance, the process might include: (1) Earnest attempts to deliberate over and negotiate prior understanding between patient, proxy and physician as to what constitutes futile care for the patient, and what falls within acceptable limits for the physician, family, and possibly also the institution. (2) Joint decision-making at the bedside between patient or proxy and physician. (3) Attempts to negotiate disagreements if they arise, with the assistants of consultants as appropriate, to reach resolution within all parties’ acceptable limits. (4) Involvement of an institutional committee such as an ethics committee if disagreements are irresolvable. (5) If the outcome of the institutional process coincides with the patient’s desires but the physician remains unpersuaded, arrangement may be made for transfer to another physician within the institution. (6) If the outcome of the process coincides with the physician’s position but the patient/proxy remains unpersuaded, arrangements for transfer to another institution may be sought and, if done, should be supported by the transferring and accepting institution. (7) If transfer is not possible, the intervention in question need not be offered.

CONCLUSIONS

The Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs finds great difficulty in assigning an absolute definition to the term futile care since it is inherently a value-laden determination.

Thus, the Council favors the due process approach for determining and withholding or withdrawing what is felt to be futile care. The due process approach can accommodate community and institutional standards, and the perspectives offered by the quantitative and functional approaches. It allows a hearing for patient or proxy assessments of worthwhile outcome, as well as for physician or other provider’s perception of intent in treatment and whether the primary purpose of the treatment to be offered is to prolong the dying process without benefit to the patient or others with legitimate interest. It further has the advantage of providing a system for addressing the ethical dilemmas around end-of-life care without need for recourse to the court system.

The Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs therefore recommends:

(1) That health care institutions, whether large or small, adopt a policy on medical futility.

(2) That policies on medical futility follow a due process approach. The following seven steps should be included in such a due process approach to declaring futility in specific cases.
   (a) Earnest attempts should be made in advance to deliberate over and negotiate prior understandings between patient, proxy and physician on what constitutes futile care for the patient, and what falls within acceptable limits for the physician, family, and possibly also the institution.
   (b) Joint decision-making should occur between patient or proxy and physician to the maximum extent possible.
   (c) Attempts should be made to negotiate disagreements if they arise, and to reach resolution within all parties’ acceptable limits, with the assistance of consultants as appropriate.
   (d) Involvement of an institutional committee such as the ethics committee should be requested if disagreements are irresolvable.
(e) If the institutional review supports the patient’s position and the physician remains unpersuaded, transfer of care to another physician within the institution may be arranged.

(f) If the process supports the physician’s position and the patient/proxy remains unpersuaded, transfer to another institution may be sought and, if done, should be supported by the transferring and receiving institution.

(g) If transfer is not possible the intervention need not be offered.
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